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ABSTRACT

Web Architecture and Information Architecture are the most valuable term in the field of Information Science [IS]. Information Architecture and its applications changes the entire concept of web designing. Information Architecture is the categorization of information into a coherent structure, preferably one that the most people can understand quickly, if non inherently. The principle and mechanism when applied in the field of web designing and development is called Web Architecture. Web Architecture provides a meaningful and usable, clear websites arranged structured and content wise logical. Paper is talks about website, Web Architecture and Information Architecture and their each other relationship; briefly paper specially mentions the advancement of web architecture and its importance.
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INTRODUCTION

Information Architecture is actually an art and science which is responsible for the expressing a model or concept of information used in activities that needs some explicit details in activities that needs some explicit details of complex systems [01, 07, 08]. Information Architecture may differ its characteristics and behavior depends upon situation. This is happens in Information Science and Information Technology field [02, 03]. In Information Science field, Information Architecture may be for manual technical writing / content management or computing based content management or development; while in the field of Information Technology, Information Architecture mainly useful in computing or electronic content management [04, 05]. Information Architecture helps in web development and web designing as hierarchical or concentric or even chaotic. Thus, it allows a website which more useful, meaningful and structured content which is easy to understand.

OBJECTIVE

The aim and objective of this study is includes:-
To learn basic about Web Architecture and Information Architecture;
To find out main features and characteristics of both domain;
To find out main importance and role of Web Architecture and Information Architecture in contemporary world;
To find out main challenges, opportunities and pre requisite of Web Architecture and Information Architecture.

**Fig.1.** Depicted Information Design and its interaction with Interaction Design and ultimate result

**Web Architecture and Basics**

Web Architecture is actually nothing but the involvement of technical, aesthetic and functional criteria in building websites and web pages apart from user and user demand, in Web Architecture several things are essential to take care, particularly its needs, attention to web content, a business plan, usability, interactive design and Information Architecture[06, 07, 10]. In a website several contents are organized, the Web Architecture is talks about the designing and development of website on priorities on Information Architecture and content development. It is essential that the content should be clear and meaningful and arranged logically based on any criteria. Web Architecture has the potential to be a term used for intellectual discipline of organizing website content. For better search results, in Web Architecture based websites content are organized logically more than contemporary practice [11, 12]. We can not say indirectly that, a particular website is based on Web Architecture or not; by studying only home page or first page. This is just an approach and style of content writing than content development. Though it is also essential that continues web management and websites should also updated depending upon user demand and usability engineering, usability experience and Human Computer Interaction. To keep website attractive, usable and easiness these things are very much important to keep in track [13, 14].

**Web Architecture and Information Architecture: Relationship**

Web Architecture and Information Architecture both are important name in the field of information and computing. Virtually, Web Architecture and Information Architecture are complementary and supplementary to each other. Though in most of the cases, we would find that, application of Information Architecture in website is higher than it’s opposite.
Information Architecture is applicable in the website designing, web content development and even content writing [05, 16].

The Human Computer Interaction play an important role for building usability and clear interface of WebPages and intranet and extranet. Here use of Information Architecture [which includes information experience design, interactive design] plays an important role [08, 17].

In the context of web information systems designing, Information Architecture plays important role for analysis and design of data stored by information systems, concentrating on entities, their attributes and their interrelationship. Information Architecture is needed for the following web systems:-

- Designing and development of simple webpages under www platform;
- Designing and development of intranet and extranet;
- Designing of homepage and search engines, more simple and optimization based;
- Webpage for electronic gadget other than computer such as mobile, notebook and TV.

Web Architecture: Static and Dynamic Architecture and Design:-

Web Architecture plays an important role for both static web development and designing as well as dynamic web pages and websites. Static web pages are kind of webpage which are delivered to the user exactly as stored, in contrast to dynamic web pages which are generated by a web application. In most of the cases static websites are developed by the HTML and uploaded in the web server over http.

Web Architecture plays a valuable role for modern usable dynamic websites which are based on DHTML, Php, CSS, Dreamweaver and so on. The main disadvantages of not implementing Web Architecture are- any personalization or interactivity has to run client side which is restricting, main thing paper and large pages with out logical arrangement Web Architecture and its application in the field of dynamic website building provides following things:-

- To design webpage based on simplicity and clarity;
- To utilize information loaded or uploaded on webpage;
- To find out information efficiency and thus it saves time to search the required information;
- To fulfills the aim and objectives of the concerned website and webpages;
To help general information seeker and common man who are new to web uses to find out his/her needed information.

**Fig.3.** Depicted Static and Dynamic Web sites powered by healthy Web Architecture practices

**SUGGESTION**
- Information Architecture is more and more needed in Web Architecture than its opposite;
- Better utilization of information and content are possible with the help of Web Architecture and Information Architecture;
- Information Architecture is much more important in better usability fulfillment, resource utilization;
- Still practice on Information Architecture is very less in content and web development industries in most of the developing countries.

**SUGGESTION**
- For better information representation; general document and content development as well as information systems development needs Information Architecture affiliation[20, 21, 24];
- It is essential to launch programme on Web Architecture and Information Architecture as workshop, seminar, conference and even educational programme may be started in IT/CSE and separately is programme [09, 25, 28];
- Apart from dynamic, it is better to introduce Information Architecture in static webpages [10, 30].

**CONCLUSION**
Web Architecture is coming within the scope of aesthetes and critical theory and this trend may accelerate with the advent of the semantic web and web 2.0. Better usable and clean,
meaningful websites are possible with solid Information Architecture practice in the website development [09, 15, 31]. Information Architecture may helpful in entire web based information systems and even manual information systems and content management systems. The ‘information are for use’- this law of information science is possible with better Information Architecture practice and utilization.
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